100 pair of Brown Sandals. The whole are not to be of the usual kind, but to be
premiered at any rate they must be large and strong.
25 pairs of Side Boots after this, of the best quality.
5 fires laths...same.
50 yards of Scarlet Cloth from 32 to 36 per yard.
40 large mounted Rifles with Square barrel and half-moon, to cost about $10 each,
good locks. Caliber 50 to the pound. Wooden stocks. in the tight jack.
75 Half-Point Flannel, all long, Caliber not smaller than 22 to 30 rounds. Wooden
stocks. in the tight jack.
50 pair Indian Knees, all one.
25 laths...same as wood handles such as cut our.
12 pieces of hard wood, 30 board feet each, or Carrying Canoes.
2 Buffalo Knees. These lately arrived at $6 a pair; a box of 30 pairs are very fine
ones, and are very much liked.
100 Square Axes — very strong and well tempered.
75 1 inch Core Pots — very strong and well tempered.
12 Cape Chests, prepared to weigh, over 100 men must carry 300 pounds.
2 laths of these 300 Chests, in each — largest to hold 50 gallons.
6 laths...same...same.
6 dozen Strong Pails of 30 gallons.
A few Indian Axes. Such as cut out.
50 pounds of Vermillion.
100 quarter Casks (25 in each) Pennsylvania Riff Powders just such
as sent in 1872, in water tight jacks. The Pennsylvania Powder totally
received at my request. I beg leave to repeat that this
Powder for the Indians must be mixed, and of very good quality.
6 dozen Powder Horns with gear tops at about $3 a 10 per dozen.
3 1/2 bushel. Common Flour.
1 1/2 bushel common Clay pipes with long stems.

United States, Indian Factory
Fort Boise, September 27th, 1871.

John Mason Squire
Capt. of Indian Trade
George Town
Columbus